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Abstract—With the emergence of large number and various
types of Internet applications, the user requirements over the
network communication are becoming more and more
complicated and personalized. The Internet users usually have
continuously changing communication demands for different
types of applications. To cope with this challenge, current Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) always purchase and operate more
physical network devices. Obviously this solution is unsustainable
from the economic viewpoint and it also burdens the network
management. This has inspired us to deal with the challenge
through the software-based approach. In this paper, we
adaptively compose appropriate software-based routing
functionsinto customized routing services in order to optimize the
users’ experience over routing service. However, it remains a big
challenge to customize routing services flexibly and
programmatically under the global view. Inspired by the ideas of
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), in this paper we propose Routing as a
Service (RaaS), an open framework for customizing routing
services. Then, we combine the idea of Dynamic Software Product
Line (DSPL) to achieve customization for routing services by the
two-layered feature model and the orthogonal variability model
proposed in this paper. We also formulate formal definitions for
routing service customization and carry out a case study to
describe the benefit relationships of the user and ISP. Simulation
results show that the proposed RaaS is feasible.
Index Terms—Software defined networking, Network function
virtualization, Routing as a service, Dynamic software product
line, Feature model, Orthogonal variability model

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ith the rapid development of Internet technologies and
continuously expanding network size, many new types
of network applications are emerging. Meanwhile, the user
communication requirements for these different types of
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applications also become more and more complicated and
personalized. The current end-to-end communication mode to
support these applications is implemented by the cooperation of
physical network devices (switches, routers, dedicated servers,
etc.) and diversified routing functions (packet scheduling,
bandwidth allocation, traffic shaping, transcoding, admission
control, etc.) running on them. The users frequently change
their communication requirements. To deal with this challenge,
ISPs have to keep purchasing and operating new physical
network devices, leading to high capital expense (CAPEX) and
operating expense (OPEX) for ISPs [1]. Therefore, ISPs need a
sustainable method which can satisfy the user high
communication demands with low investment and good
time-to-value. In this paper, we propose a new method based on
the perspective of diversified software-based routing functions.
The idea is to reuse these routing functions and adaptively
compose the appropriate ones into customized routing services
(CRSs) in order to satisfy the user personalized communication
requirements for different types of network applications.
To customize diversified and personalized routing services, a
mass of network resources and functions are readily available
from the deployment of multiple heterogeneous sub-networks
[2], production of special network devices, and innovation of
diversified routing functions. However, for flexibly composing
routing functions and elastically calculating routing services,
there are also many challenges such as the private device
interfaces from multiple manufacturers, different routing
configuration methods, complex protocol conversions between
domains, and passiveness of routing maintenance. Therefore,
an adaptive routing service customization framework, which
can seamlessly allocate routing functions and customize
routing services in a unified way, should be created. In this
paper, we propose Routing as a Service (RaaS) as an open
framework for customizing routing services.
When customizing routing services, the proposed RaaS
framework should be able to control and allocate the overall
routing functions through the multi-grained approach to
achieve flexibility, independence, and programmability under
the global view. The basic ideas of Software Defined
Networking (SDN) [3] and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) [4] have been introduced into the proposed RaaS. In
fact, both SDN and NFV are dynamic networking paradigms
which
are
easy-to-manage,
easy-to-develop,
and
easy-to-evolve. With the introduction of the decoupling
architecture of control plane and data plane in SDN, in RaaS the
logically centralized control plane can control the routing
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globally, simplify routing configuration and function
embedding through its programmability feature, and further
promote innovative customization of routing services. NFV
decouples the software-based network functions from the
hardware-based network devices, and shields the differences of
the underlying infrastructures by leveraging virtualization
technology. Thus, potentially diverse routing functions can be
modularized and I/O interfaces can be standardized. They will
be further controlled, migrated, reused, and improved in an
individual way [5]. The RaaS framework is developed based on
the decoupling of control plane and data plane in SDN and the
decoupling of network functions from physical network
devices in NFV. Therefore, it will span a series of different
networking environments.
Each user should havespecific and personalized routing
services customization. However, when facing very large
number of users, it is impossible for an ISP to calculate and
customize each routing service for each user independently and
individually. The reason is that ISP cannot afford the high
service provision cost incurred by the high consumption of
computation and memory resources and that ISP lacks the rapid
development capability for new unexpected services. Naturally,
the users are also not willing to share the high cost. In this paper,
we also introduce the idea of Dynamic Software Product Line
(DSPL) [6] into the routing service composition. It can produce
mass routing services for large-scale users, meanwhile
satisfying each user’s personalized communication
requirements.
DSPL is a software reuse paradigm aiming to guide the
organizations to develop software products from a common set
of core assets [7] rather than one by one from scratch [8]. DSPL
exploits commonality and variability among a family of
software products so as to develop reusable and dynamically
reconfigurable core assets of this kind. Thus, DSPL makes it
achievable to massively produce software products of a certain
domain. With this approach, we consider routing services as
software products, and diverse routing functions as optional
components that can be assembled into products. Since ISP is
interested in its own profit maximization [9] and the user is
interested in his/her own service experience optimization [10],
the routing service customization mechanism should not only
satisfy the application requirements but also consider the
benefits of both user and ISP jointly [11]. In view of this, we
have developed the routing service product lines (RSPLs) to
customize diversified routing services for different types of
applications, and satisfy the requirements of both the user and
the ISP.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) An
open framework, RaaS, is devised for customizing routing
services based on SDN and NFV. RaaS provides an effective
and personalized way to assemble appropriate routing functions
and further optimize the user experience. (2) A
mass-customization method is developed by establishing
multiple RSPLs based on DSPL. (3) A two-layered feature
model for RSPL is proposed. In the model, requirements from
the non-functional feature layer guide the functional feature
layer in selecting and composing appropriate functions. (4) An

orthogonal variability model for RSPL is proposed considering
the requirements of both the user and ISP. It achieves
traceability and consistency of the variability at different
phases of the software development. (5) The formal definitions
and descriptions of routing service customization are
formulated. This can also serve as the basis for routing service
development. (6) Two evaluation models are proposed to
demonstrate how to maximize ISP economic benefit while the
optimization of user service experience is taken into account.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the related work and compare our work with them.
In Section III, we present the system framework of the
proposed RaaS. In Section IV, we describe the details of the
RSPL, and present the two-layered feature model and the
orthogonal variability model. In Section V, we illustrate routing
service customization and describe how to optimize the benefit
for both the user and ISP. In Section VI, we present the
simulation experiments and results. Finally, section VII
concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been a lot of researches on routing based on the
idea of SDN. In [12], an adaptive routing for video streaming
(ARVS) with QoS support over SDN was proposed. It treats the
base layer packets and enhancement layer packets as two levels
of QoS flows respectively to reduce packet loss rate and
enhance coverage under various network loads. In [13], based
on SDN, OpenFlow and Network as a Service (NaaS), a
software framework named Network Control Layer (NCL) was
proposed. It aims to solve QoS limitations while provisioning
end-to-end service. In [14], a SDN/OpenFlow control
environment was proposed. It provides bandwidth guarantees
for priority flows and outperforms best-effort shortest path
routing and Integrated Services (IntServ). In [15], a scalable
routing and resource management model for SDN-based large
network was proposed. Using load balancing and path resizing
methods, it focuses on traffic distribution between pairs of
paths for improving resource utilization. In [16], a novel
architecture and algorithm was proposed to provide QoS
enabled services across multiple domains based on SDN, which
provides incorporation opportunities to service providing
entities. In [17], an end-to-end real-time QoS communication
service based on SDN was proposed. It implements a joint
routing and access control system. The above researches
configure routing based on the logically centralized controller
in thef SDN paradigm, which makes it easy and flexible to
allocate resources and provide services under the global view.
However, they don’t consider to reuse existing routing
functions or further compose the appropriate functions into new
routing services with different characteristics. In addition, these
researches
mainly focus on improving QoS without
considering the user personalized requirements. In contrast, the
proposed RaaS combines the centralized control idea of SDN
with the routing function virtualization of NFV to provide a
programmable and extensible framework with diverse reusable
routing functions. Thus, according to the user personalized
requirements, the routing services can be adaptively
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customized with appropriate routing functions.
There are also some researches on providing services with
the idea of function composition based on NFV and SDN. In
[18], an open platform for service chain as a service
(OpenSCaaS) was proposed. It uses the benefits of NFV and
SDN to enforce service-chaining policy. In [19], a
combinatorial optimization model was developed to describe
resources and components of dynamic function composition ,
and further a Markov approximation based distributed
algorithm was proposed. In [20], based on the network
technologies of NFV and SDN, an architecture model for the
Next-Generation Service Overlay Network (NGSON) was
proposed. It leverages the envisioned service-oriented
abstractions and programming capabilities at the network
control layer to optimize the delivery process. In [21], a service
chain instantiation framework based on NFV and SDN was
proposed. It combines the network functions in the cooperative
and optimal way. In [22], with an SDN-enabled NFV built on
IEEE 802.1x, a flow-based network access control solution was
implemented. It establishes services as sets of flow definitions
that are authorized as the result of an end user authentication
process. Based on the combination of NVF and SDN， the
above researches can
develop diversified services by
composing various network functions to deal with flows on
demands. However, they have not explored the idea of
mass-customization for routing services when facing
large-scale users with different requirements. They also do not
consider the benefits of the user and ISP. In contrast, the
proposed RaaS combines DSPL with routing function selection
and routing service composition, thus achieves the
mass-customization. Furthermore, RaaS takes the benefits of
the user and ISP into account when customizing routing
services.
There are some researches on customizing services by
leveraging DSPL. In [23], a novel service-oriented product line
(SOPL) was proposed, which combines feature-oriented
analysis with a self-management QoS framework. In [24], a
software product line based approach for stateful service
selection with transaction and QoS support was proposed. It
chooses the best services by matching every task of the
workflow to the user preferences and constraints. In [25], a
consumer-centred approach was proposed. It integrates product
line engineering with service-orientation by adapting
feature-oriented product-line engineering to service-oriented
development. In [26], a dynamic software adaptation for SOPL
was proposed, which uses a dynamic feature model for a family
of service-oriented architectures. In [27], a self-adaptive
solution named ArCMAPE was proposed, which leverages the
ideas from Software Product Line Engineering to support
fault-tolerant composition services. The above researches
leverage the feature modelling method of DSPL to improve the
service customization. However, they mainly focused on the
user requirements to establish the feature model but ignored
other participants such as the ISPs. In addition, they do not
consider the routing problems when customizing services. In
contrast, we have proposed a novel two-layer feature model by
leveraging DSPL for routing service customization, and taken

both the user service experience and ISP profit expectation into
account.
III. THE FRAMEWORK OF RAAS
The proposed RaaS is based on the idea of decoupling
control plane from data plane in SDN and decoupling routing
functions from physical network devices of NFV. Oriented to
routing service, the open framework RaaS consists of four
layers, i.e., physical layer, resource layer, routing service layer
and application layer. According to the requirements of both
the user and ISP for different types of network applications, the
four layers cooperate with each other to customize routing
services. The detailed system framework of RaaS is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
The physical layer is in charge of processing packets by the
forwarding rules. It consists of a series of network domains that
may be built under different environments with different
networking modes. In a fine-granularity view, each network
domain consists of various, programmable and NFV-enabled
network physical equipment (switches, routers, servers, etc.)
and wired/wireless links that interconnect them. Therefore, the
underlying physical equipment not only contains
general-purpose forwarding functions, but also can be
enhanced and programmed with special-purpose packet
processing functions. This promotes them to support CRS
provisions for different types of applications, and satisfy
requirements of both the user and ISP.
The resource layer is established to virtualize the underlying
network resources to form the virtualized resource pool. The
software-based routing functions are decoupled from
hardware-based network physical equipment, thus, the required
routing functions can be embedded into the programmable
modules of the NFV-enable equipment. In resource pool of this
layer, the physical equipment is virtualized to be logical nodes,
and the physical links are virtualized to be logical links.
Meanwhile, various routing functions are modularly designed
with standardized interfaces, by which functions can be reused,
extended, and combined together. Furthermore, through the
resource layer, network resources can be monitored and
allocated in a unified way under the global view by the routing
service layer.
The routing service layer is established as the control center,
and is in charge of mass-customization for routing services. By
leveraging the method of DSPL, we devise diversified RSPLs
for different types of applications according to their domain
knowledge. The RSPL contains multiple variation points that
are corresponding to multiple and feasible selection and
composition possibilities for routing services. According to the
requirements of both the user and ISP, it can support diversified
routing services customization for various applications based
on the predefined variation points in RSPL. On the basis of the
established RSPLs in RSPL set, the appropriate routing
functions are selected and allocated to compose CRSs. In this
approach, the mass-customization for routing services can be
achieved, and each customized service not only optimizes the
user service experience, but also maximizes ISP profit
expectation.
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed RaaS

The application layer implements routing control logic that
supports the routing service layer. In this layer, routing control
instances are provided to guide the routing service layer to
provide CRSs, for example, three instances are shown in Fig. 1.
Domain knowledge of different types of applications is used to
establish specific RSPLs. The function selection schemes
(FSSs) and the service pricing (SP) strategy are used to provide
feasible selection schemes and pricing strategy when
customizing routing services with requirements of both the user
and ISP considered.
IV. ROUTING SERVICE PRODUCT LINE
A. Variability modelling for RSPL
When facing various and personalized communication
requirements from a large number of users for different types of
applications, ISP should not only composes routing services in
the form of mass production, but also has to recognize

differences among the required services to achieve routing
service customization. Thus, RSPL for customizing routing
services is proposed, and routing services tailored to individual
users’ requirements are composed in large-scale. In this
approach, based on various routing functions in the resource
pool, diversified routing services on the communication paths
are composed for different types of applications according to
their requirements.
In order to achieve customization for routing services, we
predefine commonality and variability of the RSPL. By
leveraging the method of DSPL, we establish RSPLs according
to DKA and define features in RSPLs according to the
externally visible characteristics of routing services. Features
can be identified as capabilities, domain technologies,
protocols, and algorithms, etc. The commonality among
different routing services in a RSPL is modeled as common
feature or mandatory feature of RSPL. For example, all
applications of VoIP type need the feature of interactivity. The
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approach, variation points in RSPL serve as the key to achieve
routing service customization according to the personalized
requirements. We consider requirements of both the user and
ISP to illustrate the relationships among features that are shown
in Fig. 2.
In this approach, common features and different features are
defined for RSPL. It not only provides reusable basis for
customizing routing services, but also makes the customization
flexible and extendable. For example, according to selectable
variants of each variation point, we consider the corresponding
selectable routing functions as variants. Thus, it is easy for
RSPL to embed new functions and improve existing functions.
Furthermore, maintenance costs can be reduced. For example,
once one function is changed, the changes can be delivered to
all RSPLs that use the function, which saves extra cost of
independently tracing and improving each special related
service. In addition, the complexity of routing service
management can be simplified. For example, when the user
requirement or network status has changed, the routing services
do not need to be entirely recomposed from scratch. It only
adjusts a few appropriate functions for the changed variation
points in RSPL.
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variability among different routing services in a RSPL is model
as different feature that may be alternative or optional.
Alternative features indicate that no more than one feature can
be selected for a routing service. For example, connectivity is
an alternate feature, because a routing service is either
connection-oriented or connectionless. Optional features
indicate selectable features for routing services of a certain
RSPL. For example, QoS feature is an optional feature, because
one routing service can select single or multiple QoS involved
algorithms (e.g. packet scheduling, traffic shaping, buffer
allocation, etc.) to satisfy different QoS requirements. We
define that each of different features (i.e. alternative features or
optional features) corresponds to one variation point in RSPL,
and the selectable features of each different feature corresponds
to the selectable variants of each variation point. In this
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B. Feature modeling for RSPL
Feature modeling is the activity of identifying the externally
visible characteristics of products in a product line and
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diversified and personalized routing services, and organize the
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feature model for RSPL based on the different features
mentioned above. When composing routing services according
to the proposed feature model of RSPL, we should take
requirements of both the user and ISP into account, and devise a
separate layer for them in the model to guide appropriate
function selection and composition. Therefore, we propose a
two-layered feature model for RSPL as shown in Fig. 3.
In non-functional feature layer, we consider the user service
experience which includes the user experience for service
quality (UESQ) and the user experience for service price
(UESP). We use service parameters to specify the user
requirements for routing services. Thus, UESQ can be
calculated by actual parameter values of the routing service.
UESP can also be calculated by the relationship between the
user maximum acceptable price and the actual service price.
Oriented to ISP economic benefit, the cost of CRS will be
different according to different function selection schemes, and
the actual values of service parameters will also be different
due to different function selection. In addition, ISP should price
its provided services reasonably to maximize its profit without

reducing UESQ. We will later present two simple evaluation
models to detail how to choose the appropriate function
selection schemes and price the services for ISP in Section 5.
We consider routing services as software products and
routing functions as software components to be composed into
routing services. The customized characteristics of different
routing services composed by a RSPL are achieved based on
different features defined in functional feature layer. Thus,
according to the requirements from non-functional feature layer,
appropriate functions in the virtualized resource pool are
selected for each corresponding variation points (Quality of
Resilience (QoR), control, QoS, ect) are composed into routing
services.
C. Orthogonal variability modeling for RSPL
When composing routing services according to requirements
of both the user and ISP, the variability has been defined and
depicted in feature model of RSPL, and serves as the key for
customization. Meanwhile, feature model of RSPL serves as
the customization basis for routing services. Furthermore, we
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propose the orthogonal variability model for RSPL to achieve
traceability of variability in different phases of software
product development models (class diagram, use case diagram,
sequence diagram, etc.), and consistency of variability from
multiple angles (data, function, action, etc.). In this paper, with
requirements of both the user and ISP considered, we take QoS
variation point of feature model as an example to establish the
orthogonal variability model, which is shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, based on QoS variation point (Fig. 4(A)) of feature
model, we extend variability to other diagrams to trace
appropriate routing function selection and composition in this
variation point through the proposed orthogonal variability
model. In this paper, the involved diagrams in the orthogonal
variability model include static view diagrams, such as class
diagram (Fig. 4(B)) and use case diagram (Fig. 4(C)), and
dynamic view diagrams, such as activity diagram (Fig. 4(D))
and sequence diagram (Fig. 4(E)). These two types of view
diagrams (static and dynamic) illustrate variant selection for
QoS variation point from structural characteristic and
behavioral characteristic respectively. The correspondences of
variability among diagrams are also linked with dotted lines as
shown in Fig. 4.
In the class diagram of Fig. 4(B), multiple selectable routing
functions which can adjust corresponding parameters of QoS,
are classified and enumerated. For example, there are many
algorithms (first come first served, weighted fair queuing,
priority queuing, etc.) which can provide packet scheduling
function. One of them is selected by system as one of functional
components to be composed into a routing service. In the use
case diagram of Fig. 4(C), the use case of analyzing the
requirements of both the user and ISP serves as the basis to
select appropriate routing functions for QoS variation point. In
the activity diagram of Fig. 4(D), it describes the behavior of
composing functions and shows the order of activations
executed by the involved classes. It also supports multiple
thread description when simultaneously allocating multiple
functions by RSPL. The interactive process and the exchanged
messages among the user, ISP and RSPL in accordance with
time sequence are described in the sequence diagram of Fig.
4(E).
V. ROUTING SERVICE CUSTOMIZATION
When providing routing services, ISP tends to maximize its
profit by reducing costs with choosing suitable FSSs and
raising prices for customized services with its pricing strategy.
However, the chosen FSS and its pricing strategy also influence
UESQ and UESP which further affect the user selectivity for
the CRS. For example, the user always rejects the service with
poor quality and/or high price, so that ISP cannot make any
profit. Therefore, it is necessary to maximize ISP profit with the
user service experience considered. One way is to formulate
and exploit the relationships among the user, ISP, RSPL and
CRS. We provide the following formal definitions and
descriptions to abstract routing service customization, and they
serve as the basis for routing service development. A simple
case is used to illustrate how to use them.

A. The formal definitions and descriptions
Definition 1. A user is defined as a four-tuple uid , crs, R, ep, hp .
Here, uid is the user’s unique identifier; crs is the CRS which
supports the user communication activity through an
application; R = r , r ,..., r q    is the set of the user requirements
on the services, N+ is the set of positive integers; ep and hp
present the user’s estimated price on the service and the user’s
highest acceptable price to the service respectively. It is used to
model the user service experience (USE) for the routing service
in the following.
Definition 2. ISP is defined as a four-tuple
DKA, RSPL, FSS , C , sp which provides the routing service to the
user. Here, DKA = dka , dka ,..., dka p    is the set of domain
knowledge for different types of applications, each of its
elements represents domain knowledge for a certain type of
application; RSPL = rspl , rspl ,..., rspl p    is the set of RSPLs, rspli
in RSPL is the established RSPL according to the
corresponding dkai in DKA, and 1  i  p ; FSS =  fss , fss ,..., fss n   
is the set of function selection schemes, one element of which is
chosen to compose the routing service by ISP; C = c , c ,.., c n   
is the set of costs of implementing different schemes in FSS; sp
is the service pricing strategy set by ISP to maximize its profit.
It is used to model ISP Economic Benefit (IEB) for providing
routing service.
Definition 3. A RSPL is defined as a five-tuple
rsplid , dkaid , CF , DF , RF . Here, rsplid is the unique identifier of a
RSPL; dkaid is the corresponding domain knowledge,
according to which the rsplid is established, dkaid  DKA ;
CF = cf , cf ,..., cf u   
and DF = df , df ,..., df v    are common
features and different features defined according to dkaid for
rsplid; RF = rf , rf ,.., rf w    is the set of selectable routing
functions in rsplid for composing routing services. It is used to
model a RSPL which provides the basis for routing service
customization.
Definition 4. A CRS is defined as a six-tuple
crsid , Pac, e1, e2, fs, SRF . Here, crsid is CRS’s unique identifier; e1
and e2 are the endpoints of the CRS; Pac =  pac , pac ,..., pac e    is
the set of packets forwarded by the CRS; fs is the forwarding
state of Pac, including transmission rate, size, loss rate, etc.,
which has been dealt with by the CRS; SRF is the set of the
selected routing functions which are composed into the CRS,
SRF  RF . When packets in Pac enter the CRS from one
endpoint, they are dealt with by the functions in SRF and are
forwarded to the other endpoint of the CRS under fs.
Definition 5. A routing function is defined as a four-tuple
rf id , inp, op, CM . Here, rfid is the unique identifier of a routing
function, rfid  RF ; inp and op are input port and output port of a
function respectively; CM =  pullm, pushm, uncertainm is the set of
connection modes of ports. pullm represents pull mode and
supports a function pulling packets from another function;
pushm represents push mode and supports a function pushing
packets to another function; uncertainm represents uncertain
mode and serves as the connector between pullm and pushm.
inp is either pullm or uncertainm, and op is either pushm or
uncertainm. A pullm inp of a function can only connect with an
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A RSPL

a routing service
Variation
point 1

Pac

rfi

rfj

Pac

push

Variation
point 2
rfi

rf1
...

Pac

rf2

rfl

IEB

rfj+2

rfj

rfi-1

Variation
point m

.. .
...

rfl
rfl+1

...

rfj+1

rfk

...

pull

rfk

Pac

pull

crs1

ep2

rf1

USE

uncertain op of another function. A pushm op of a function can
only connect with an uncertain inp of another function.
Definition 6. The operator • is defined to do the operation of
selecting one element from a set. For example, RF • rf means
selecting rfi from RF.
Definition 7. The operator put is defined to do the operation
of putting rfi into crsj by put ( rf , crs ) .
Definition 8. The operator del is defined to do the operation
of deleting rfi from crsj by del ( rf , crs ) .
Inference 1. The operation of replacing one function in a
service with another function is achieved by doing one
• operation, one del operation and one put operation.
Inference 2. The operation of composing a routing service is
achieved by doing • operation and put operation for x times,
here, x  N + .
Definition 9. The operator push is defined to push packets to
a function when packets are ready. If a push is operated by rfi,
rfi is the source function of the push.
Definition 10.The operator pull is defined to pull packets
from a function when packets are ready. If a pull is operated by
rfi, rfi is the destination function of the push.
Inference 3. The operation of forwarding packets by a
routing service is achieved by doing pull operation for x times
and push operation for y times by the selected functions in the
service, here, x, y  N + .
Proposition 1. The function selection scheme and service
pricing strategy for the CRS should maximize IEB with USE
optimized.
Proposition 2. A routing service is composed according to a
function selection scheme based on a RSPL.
Proposition 3. A routing service can be treated as a directed
acyclic graph. The selected functions in the service can be
treated as the nodes in the graph and they deal with packets by
push and pull operations. It can be illustrated as Fig. 5.
Proposition 4. An established routing service can be
improved by putting, deleting and/or replacing routing
functions by its corresponding RSPL without being done from
scratch.
Based on the above, the details of RSPL, IEB, CRS and USE
are illustrated in Fig. 6.
In the following, we propose the USE evaluation model and
the IEB evaluation model to support FSS selection and service
i

k

rfj+1

C={ c1,

c2,...,

p

cn }

rfj
...

c1

s1

... rfl+1

rfi-1

crsm

Fig. 5. A routing service
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crs2

inp(uncertai nm), op(uncertainm)

k

fss n}

Pac

op(pushm)

i

fss 2,...,

push

connection mode
inp(pullm)

FSS={ fss 1,

rfj+2

rf2

rfj+2

rfi

c2

s2

... rfk

ep1

cn

sn

... rfk

ep2

R={ r1, r2,..., rq }

epn

ep

hp

Fig. 6. The illustration of RSPL,

pricing strategy determination in order to maximize IEB with
USE optimized.
B. The USE evaluation model
The USE consists of UESQ and UESP. The user usually
cannot express his requirements accurately and his judgments
on things always follow Gaussian distribution [29]. Therefore,
in UESQ we use the intervals to represent the inaccurate
requirements, that is, r , r  ,…, r , r  to represent the inaccurate
requirements on r1,…, rq; at the same time we use the Gaussian
fuzzy membership function [30] to deal with the users’
evaluations on their experience.
There are two situations on the parameters. The first is that
the higher the actual parameter value is, the better the user
evaluation to this parameter (e.g. bandwidth) is. The second is
that the lower the actual parameter value is, the better the user
evaluation to this parameter (e.g. delay) is. Assume that ri
( 1  i  q ) belongs to the first situation, we define the user
satisfaction degree for the value of ri as SD ( ri ) .
l
1

h
1

l
q

h
q

0 ,
ri <ril

ri = ril
 ,
 r h −r 2
SD ( ri ) =  − ( i i )
 ( ri − ril )2
, ril  ri <ri h
e
1 ,
ri  ri h


(1)

Assume that rj ( 1  j  q, j  i ) belongs to the second situation,
we define the user satisfaction degree for the value of rj as
SD ( rj ) .
1 ,

2
( rjh − rj )

−
2
l

( r −r )
SD ( rj ) = 1 − e j j ,

 ,

0 ,

rj  rjl
rjl  rj <rjh
rj = r

(2)

h
j

rj  rjh

Here, 0    1 . The situations of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are
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SD(ri)

proi = ( p − ci )  (UESQ ( crsi )  UESP ( p ) )

SD(rj)

1

p  ep
UESQ ( crsi ) ,


 UESQ ( crsi )




p − ep   , ep  p  hp
= ( p − ci )    1 −


 hp − ep  


p =hp
UESQ ( crsi )   ,

p  hp
0，

1





ri

0

ril

0

ri h

rj
rjl

(a) ri

rjh

(b) rj

Fig. 7. The user satisfaction degrees for the actual values of ri and rj

shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) respectively.
Therefore, the UESQ is defined as follows.
q

UESQ =  rl  SD ( rl ),

(3)

l =1

Here, r indicates the relative importance of rl to the UESQ,
l

q

0  r  1,  r = 1 .
l

l =1

l

In UESP, we consider it is affected by the actual price p set
by ISP, the user estimated price ep, and the user highest
acceptable price hp for the service. Thus, the UESP is defined
as follows.
1 ,

p − ep
,
1 −
UESP =  hp − ep
 ,

0 ,

p  ep
ep  p  hap

(4)

p = hp
p  hp

Here, 0    1 .
In this approach, UESQ and UESP should be considered
together to determine USE, either of them is too low to cause
bad service experience to the user. Therefore, we define USE as
follows.
USE =UESQ  UESP

(5)

C. The IBE evaluation model
In order to maximize IBE, ISP should choose suitable FSS
and price the service reasonably. Assume that the cost of
composing service crsi by fssi is ci, here, fssi  FSS , ci  C . And p
is the price set by ISP for the service composed by fssi. Thus,
ISP expect profit proi is defined as follows.
proi = ( p − ci )  USE ( crsi , p )

(7)

Here, 0    1 .
The user knows the actual value of ep, however, ISP does not
know it. Assume that ISP knows the user hp according to its
historical transaction experiences. For ISP, the value of ep
belongs to  0, hp  and obeys a certain distribution function F.
Therefore, ISP uses F(ep) as the user estimated price, and
makes its pricing strategy to maximize its profit according to
F(ep). Thus, replacing ep in Eq. (7) with F(ep) as follows.
proi ' = ( p − ci )  (UESQ ( crsi )  UESP ( p ) )
p  F ( ep )
UESQ ( crsi ) ,


 UESQ ( crsi )



p − F ( ep )   , F ( ep )  p  hp

= ( p − ci )    1 −
 hp − F ( ep )  




UESQ
crs


,
p =hp
( i)

0，
p  hp


(8)

In Eq. (8), ci is known, and UESQ ( crsi ) can be obtained by Eq.
(3). When p=map and pi  map , proi is approaching to 0.
Therefore, the maximum value of profit can be obtained under
p  F ( ep ) or F ( ep )  p  map .
Under the condition of p  F ( ep ) , ISP can maximize its profit
proimax with p =F ( ep ) .

proimax = ( F ( ep ) − ci )  UESQ ( crsi )

(9)

Under the condition of F ( ep )  p  map , ISP can maximize its
profit proi'max with p = ( map + ci ) 2 according to the first-order
condition.

( hp − ci ) UESQ crs
( i)
2
4 ( hp − F ( ep ) )
2

proi'max =

(10)

Then, the maximum profit proi*max can be obtained by
comparing proimax in Eq. (9) and proi'max in Eq. (10).

(6)

Here, USE ( crsi , p ) is the USE for the service crsi composed by
fssi with p according to Eq. (5), and it serves as the probability
that the user accepts the service. According to Eq. (3) and Eq.
(4), Eq. (6) can be extended as follows.

hp + ci

F ( ep ) 
( F ( ep ) − ci )  UESQ ( crsi ) ,
2

2
proi*max = 
hp − ci )
(
hp + ci

 UESQ ( crsi ) , F ( ep ) 
2
2
 4 ( hp − F ( ep ) )


(11)

Meanwhile, according to Eq. (9), Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), the
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pricing strategy p max that maximizes ISP profit can be obtained
as follows.
Floodlight

p

max


F ( ep ) ,


=
 hp +ci ,

 2

hp + ci
2
hp + ci
F ( ep ) 
2
F ( ep ) 

(12)

p max

is obtained for each FSS, and the most suitable fssi with
IBE maximized can be chosen by comparing the profits of FSSs
according to Eq. (6).

OpenFlowClick

Host

first come
first out
priority
queuing
leak
bucket

VI. THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

B. The simulation results
We compare routing service setup time of the two
approaches. We consider setup time is the time overhead from
receiving routing service request to providing routing service.

rule

token
bucket
sliding
window

rule i
...
rule n

OpenFlowClick
element

fields of matching

fields of instructions
action instructions

counters
function IDs

switch port Ethernet VLAN src IP dst IP flow label ...

Fig. 8. The simulation environment

The results are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, when the number of
candidate functions increases, the routing service setup time
(the sum of service calculation time and service composition
time) increases. When the number of flows supported RaaS and
OpenSCaaS increases, the routing service setup time increases
too. The time overhead of RaaS always increases slower and
Service composition time of RaaS
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(a) 102 flows
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Service composition time of RaaS
Service calculation time of RaaS
Service composition time of OpenSCaaS
Service calculation time ofOpenSCaaS

0.12

Time overhead (s)

A. The simulation setup
To simulate the proposed RaaS, we use the Floodlight [31] as
the control center of the framework for customizing routing
services. It generates rules and distributes them to the switches
on application communication paths. The rules contains fields
of matching and fields of instructions. The former is used to
match requests for routing services. The latter contains action
instructions (forwarding to controller, dropping, allocating
functions, ordering actions, etc.) that are used to deal with
packets, and function IDs that identify functions have been
embedded.
We use OpenFlowClick [32] to simulate the switch.
OpenFlowClick is a kind of software-based switch which is
created based on Click modular router [33] with
OpenFlowClick element [34] embedded into it. The Click
router is extendable, programmable, and assembled by a series
of packet processing modules called elements that can be
flexibly selected and added. OpenFlowClick element allows a
controller to install rules to guide packet processing through
multiple selected routing functions that serve as elements in
Click router. It also allows multiple Click routers being
controlled by one single controller.
The simulation environment is established on Linux platform
(Intel core i5 3.3GHz, 16GB DDR3 RAM) with a floodlight
controller running on it, and two OpenFlowClick nodes and
two hosts running on virtual machines established on the
platform as shown in Fig. 8. We take the variation point of QoS
as example, and add corresponding routing functions (i.e.
algorithms of bandwidth allocation, packet scheduling, queue
managing, traffic shaping, and error control) that are created
based on Click element model into OpenFlowClick. For
comparison purpose, we choose another current popular service
composition approach named service-chaining policy to
compare with RaaS under the integration of SDN and NFV
environment. The chosen approach is OpenSCaaS [18], and we
simulate it for composing routing services. Since applications
of video streaming type represent 86 percent of global Internet
traffic currently [35], we choose this type of applications in this
simulation.
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Fig. 10. The average satisfaction degrees for customized services
1

The average CRS adjustment efficiency

less than OpenSCaaS, especially when the number of flows
increases largely (Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d)). Because based on
RSPL, RaaS does not need to calculate and compose all routing
services entirely, it just calculates the differences in the
variation point and allocates corresponding functions to
establish new routing services, which saves much time
overhead. However, OpenSCaaS composes each new routing
service entirely every time for new flows. In addition, the
service calculation time of RaaS is less than 15% of the total
service setup time under the peak loads (Fig. 9(d)), while the
service calculation time of OpenSCaaS is approximately 25%
of the total service setup time at the same situation.
We compare the user and ISP satisfaction degrees for the
CRSs composed by the two approaches. The user satisfaction
degree is calculate by Eq. (5), and the weights of bandwidth,
delay, loss rate and jitter are set as 11.1%, 14.9%, 58.9%, and
15.1% respectively according to [36]. ISP satisfaction degree is
the ratio of its actual profit to the service price. The results are
shown in Fig. 10. The user and ISP average satisfaction degrees
for the services customized by RaaS is much higher than those
by OpenSCaaS. The reason is as follows, RaaS customizes
routing services in a fine-grained way by leveraging the defined
variation points of RSPL to select the classified and appropriate
functions independently, which promotes satisfying the user
different demands purposely and reducing composition cost. It
also take ISP economic benefits into account when selecting
functions and pricing services to increase profits. However,
OpenSCaaS just considers satisfying the user demands by
establishing new entire service chains, which cannot
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Fig. 11. The CRS adjustment efficiency and success ratio

distinguish the fine-grained differences among diversified
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demands. It also does not consider the issue of optimizing ISP
economic benefits when providing services.
The user requirements for CRSs may change when the CRSs
are executing. We also compare CRS adjustment efficiency and
CRS adjustment success ratio. The CRS adjustment efficiency
is 1 minus the ratio CRS adjustment time to CRS setup time. It
means the smaller the CRS adjustment time is, the higher the
CRS adjustment efficiency is. The CRS adjustment success
ratio is the ratio of the number of successfully adjusted CRSs to
the total number of CRSs whose requirements are changed. We
randomly select 30% of the total CRSs and change the user
requirements for them, the results are shown as Fig. 11. In Fig.
11, CRS adjustment efficiencies and success ratios of the two
approach decrease when the number of flows increases, and
their values of RaaS are always higher than that of OpenSCaaS.
The reason is as follows, RaaS just needs to calculate the
involved variation points that correspond to the changed
requirements based on the RSPL without calculate the entire
requirements from scratch. Then, it replaces the involved
functions accurately and rapidly according to the certain
variation points to adjust CRSs without establishing new CRSs
from scratch. However, OpenSCaaS has to consume much
more time to calculate entire function configuration according
to the changed requirements, and search for suitable functions
from candidate functions one by one, which also decreases the
CRS adjustment success ratio.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an open framework for customizing routing
services based on SDN and NFV named RaaS is proposed. We
leverage the idea of DSPL to achieve routing service
customization with requirements of both the user and ISP
considered. The two-layered feature model for RSPL is
proposed and used to compose personalized routing services
through diversified routing functions. The orthogonal
variability model for RSPL is proposed and used to achieve
traceability and consistency of the variability in different phase
of the development models. We formulate the formal
definitions and descriptions to abstract routing service
customization, and illustrate two evaluation models for USE
and IBE to optimize benefits of both the user and the ISP.
In order to improve the practicability of our work, we plan to
do prototype implementation of the proposed RaaS over the
large-scale and real network topologies to further verify its
effectiveness and improve its performance. In addition, more
effective routing functions selection scheme design and
comparison will be investigated in our future research.
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